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June 21, 2021

The Honourable Omar Alghabra
Minister of Transport
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6

The Honourable Jonathan Wilkinson
Minister of Environment & Climate Change
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6

The Honourable Bernadette Jordan
Minister of Fisheries, Oceans & the Canadian Coast Guard
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A6

Re: Coastal infilling on the Northwest Arm in Halifax, Nova Scotia

Dear Honourable Ministers,

I write to you today regarding the potential infilling of water lots on the Northwest Arm
in Halifax Harbour

For a number of properties along the shoreline of the Northwest Arm, there are attached
properties called “water lots,” which extend out into the water. These water lots were
granted pre-Confederation to property owners. Originally, they were intended to
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preserve the property owner’s access to the water and allow for the construction of
wharfs and moorings. Recently, however, property owners have begun infilling the water
lots to extend their property—an eventuality that was never considered or intended at
the time of their creation.

This infilling activity, if it is allowed to continue, will have a number of adverse impacts.
For example:

● Fishing of all kinds takes place in the Northwest Arm and the infilling could
destroy lobster breeding and fish spawning habitat.

● The infilling could also have negative environmental impacts on the
surrounding land (both federal and private) by way of increased siltation and
accumulation of marine debris.

● Infilling also puts at risk the natural hydrology of the Northwest Arm, including
the natural tidal flushing of the Arm.

● Given the increasing occurrence of severe storms due to climate change, there is
a risk of storm damage to the shorelines of the Northwest Arm.

● Navigation of the Northwest Arm is also impacted by infilling an already narrow
channel. The Northwest Arm has served as a home to recreational boating for
generations. For your reference, I’ve attached an op-ed from the Chronicle
Herald which has a map showing how one third (⅓) of the Northwest Arm could
be infilled if action is not taken to prevent the filling of water lots.

● Lastly, the cultural landscape of the Northwest Arm could be irreparably
damaged by the altered shoreline. This cultural landscape includes:

○ The historic Deadman’s Island, which was a prison and burial site for
prisoners of the British during the Napoleonic Wars and the War of 1812;

○ The Dingle Tower and surrounding Sir Sandford Fleming Park, which
commemorates Nova Scotia’s achievement of representational
government in 1758, and;

○ Mi’kmaq settlements going back thousands of years on the shores of the
Northwest Arm, known in the Mi’kmaq language as Waygwalteech.

Because of the unusual nature of these water lots, there exists a regulatory gap, with no
level of government having clear jurisdiction. The Halifax Regional Municipality only
has jurisdiction over land properties, and therefore have no regulatory jurisdiction until
after the infilling is complete. The provincial government has passed the Coastal
Protection Act, however the regulations stemming from that act have not been completed
and may not come into effect for another year. Moreover, it is not clear that when the
regulations do come into effect, that the provincial regulations will cover water-ways
which are typically under federal jurisdiction. Meanwhile, the booming real estate
market in Halifax and the impending provincial regulations have created an incentive
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for property owners to ignore the ecological damage infilling may cause and create as
much land as they can as quickly as they can.

In effect, the gap in regulation and the hot real estate market have created a rush to infill
water lots.

Currently, the only approval necessary to proceed with infilling is from the Navigation
Protection Program (NPP) which administers the Canadian Navigable Waters Act. The only
consideration made under the NPP is whether the infilling would disrupt navigation.
The infilling of one water lot may not significantly affect navigation of the Northwest
Arm, and so there appear to be no impediments to obtaining federal regulatory approval
under the current regime.

Ministers, I humbly suggest that it is not enough to simply say, “we do not have
jurisdiction in this matter.” Rather we must create jurisdiction. Given our government’s
core commitments to protect the environment, fight climate change, and strengthen
communities, I energetically suggest that the federal government can and should step
into the regulatory gap to halt the infilling of Northwest Arm water lots.

Senators Kutcher, Deacon, and Coyle of Nova Scotia have also engaged on this matter
and have written two letters to Ministers. The first, dated April 14, 20201, was to Minister
Alghabra. It proposed pausing applications under the Navigation Protection Program
until regulations stemming from the Coastal Protection Act come into effect.

The second letter, dated June 3, 2021, was to Minister Wilkinson, supporting a request
for an environmental impact assessment related to the infilling activities in the
Northwest Arm. I applaud and concur with their positions in both letters. I have
attached their letters for your reference.

In addition, I would also suggest that we could explore having Fisheries and Oceans
Canada intervene to investigate the risk to lobster or other fish habitat posed by the
infilling.

The current regulatory gap that allows the infilling of water lots cannot remain and I am
appealing to your Ministries for a proactive and durable solution. I would be happy to
convene a meeting with ministerial staff to discuss, and to determine which path would
be the most appropriate.
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Should you have any questions whatsoever, please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Andy Fillmore, MP
Halifax

cc:

Senator Mary Coyle, Nova Scotia (Antigonish)
Senator Colin Deacon, Nova Scotia
Senator Stan Kutcher, Nova Scotia
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